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Legacy: an old word in a new context

• Atavism and financialisation

• Gift and commodity

• Exchange, redistribution and reciprocity

City as metabolism – legacy and “the Games-in-the-city”

• Organisation and time

• Stagnation and hunger

Liquid legacy

• Stadium - framing the debate

• Village – a “liquid” or a “solid” village – Olympics and “home”

Legacy: momentum narrative and transformation

• The project-logic of the legacy

• Service, experience and transformation

• Governance and narrative



The 2012 Olympics promise a legacy
which will “transform the heart of East

London”



As London approaches 2012 and under the auspices of
the IOC’s concerted action, this ‘old’ word, ‘Legacy’ has
become ‘new’.
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“Legacy’ is an unexpected word to
have become so widespread in the
contemporary contexts of urban
development – especially in an era
where we have concurrently
learnt (across contexts) to talk
routinely about ‘leveraging’ and
‘securitisation’ and where
financialisation is made vivid
across institutions of all kinds - to
produce an idiom and an
attendant conceptual frame
stimulated for a long period by
boom and, more lately, by bust”

‘Legacy’ gains some of its power in
the discourse of urban change

because it hints at a set of
arrangements other than those of

exchange and the market –
complementing or subverting

familiar and powerful discourses of
city-space-planning; speculation,

development and “return on

investment”.



The West Ham bid was more committed to
the hard legacy and to preserving the iconicity
of the Olympic venue. The stadium will stand,
indexing the Games-past. It required a public
financial subsidy to preserve the solid legacy
proposition and to affirm a local / territorial /
community link.
.
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The Tottenham bid was seeking to (as it
were) liquidate the legacy – to decompile
and redistribute the legacy-object financially
and geographically – replacing, displacing
and dispersing the physical stadium (and its
embedded opportunity) to Crystal Palace
and rededicating the venue to football
(only). The proposition as it stood posed
financial fluidity against a more solid and
emplaced version of legacy



But,...

• Legacy is appealing as an idea because many articulations
of ‘Legacy’ allude to an emergent settlement in the city
that differs from the hyper-financial registers surrounding
non-Olympic urban development ventures.

• However, split off in our emotional apprehension of games,
a festival or prize (as bonus or gift) the financial discourse
does not disappear.

• Far from it: the realisation of costs, the accounting-
discourse returns to the Olympic discourse energised by
feelings of guilt (at the indulgence of the city and of our
part in this), or by anxieties about exclusion and
exploitation.



The logic of this debate will be reproduced in the
series of further decisions to be made about other
venues, Places and projects entailed to the Games;
notably in the settlement balancing commercial or
community acquisition of the Village as housing stock
– Community Development Trusts and Land Trusts
etc..



Liquid alludes to the
predominance of a
‘fluid world of
globalization,
deregulation and
individualization’
(Bauman, 2002: 19) a
set of arrangements
leading to the
attenuation of ‘bonds
which interlock
individual choices in
collective projects and
actions’ (Bauman,
2000:6).



Metabolising Legacy: Containing the-Games-in-the-city

“In prospect and in development the Olympic mega-event (as it were) enters the city
well before it is fully planned and made. It is ingested “whole”, a complex object in the
popular imaginary and in the city-plan. In the practical activities and in projections,
immediately the Olympic prospect stimulates and disturbs local and city-wide
rhythms, places and structures. This complex object can be called “the-Games-in-the
city”.





A classic expansion of this metaphor applied in the city can be found in Chicago Urban sociology of the 1920s, e.g.
Chicago Sociologist Ernest Burgess:
Urban growth may be even more fundamentally stated as the resultant of processes of organization and
disorganization, like the anabolic and katabolic processes of metabolism in the human body. The distribution of
population into the natural areas of the city, the division of labor, the differentiation into social and cultural
groupings, represent the normal manifestations of urban metabolism, as statistics of disease, crime, disorder, vice,
insanity, and suicide are rough indexes of its abnormal expression. The state of metabolism of the city may, it is
suggested, be measured by mobility, defined as a change of movement in response to a new stimulus or situation.
Areas in the city of the greatest mobility are found to be also regions of juvenile delinquency, boys’ gangs, crime,
poverty, wife desertion, divorce, abandoned infants, etc. Suggested indexes of mobility are statistics of changes of
movement and increase of contacts of city population, as in the increase per capita in the total annual rides on
surface and elevated lines, number of automobiles, letters received, telephones, and land values (Burgess 1925, The
Growth of the City: An Introduction to a Research Project)

“Legacy”: the work of “metabolising” a
complex object: “the-Games-in-the-city”



The “hard”, tangible “proto-elements” of Legacy (The village, the stadium, new
infrastructure development and so on) alongside “human factors”; the energy, the
emergent information environments, the networks, the promises and the projected
initiatives around the mega-event; they arrive, all together resembling a package that is
once attractive and contentious. In prospect and in development the Olympic mega-event
(as it were) enters the city well before it is fully planned and made. It is ingested “whole”, a
complex object in the popular imaginary and in the city-plan.



In the practical activities and in projections,
immediately the Olympic prospect stimulates

and disturbs local and city-wide rhythms,
places and structures. This complex object

can be called “the-Games-in-the city”.



Nevertheless, it can be hard for a city to ‘swallow’ this complex, highly
organised (and large) object; and harder still to adequately metabolise
the Olympic Project – to so quickly ingest and then convert and distribute
its energy through the ‘body’ of the city (and not to mention the nation).



Legacy metabolites: the city absorbs the Games in its
fabric and in its experience...

The 5 rings
adorn thousands
of Beijing drain
covers





Fig 3: Legacy projects 1:

Indicative The sources of

‘socio-economic legacy’

The “Soft” legacy – and
its durability



Fig 4: Legacy projects 2: Indicative The

sources of ‘sporting legacy’
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•Making the UK a world-leading

sporting nation.

•Transforming the heart of east

London.

•Inspiring a new generation of young

people to take part in volunteering,

cultural and physical activity.

•Making the Olympic Park a blueprint

for sustainable living.

•Demonstrating the UK is a creative,

inclusive and welcoming place to live

in, visit and for business.

Each step towards transformative legacy momentum and
subsequent transformative Olympic intervention in the city
depends upon securing confidence in the actual, projected
or expected completion/fulfillment of the previous stage.
Public and Private investments are needed to ensure/
underwrite the component processes/activities. Each stage
requires different kinds of audit, evaluation and
accountability.

Fig 5: Olympic preparations, the event and the legacy, “before, during and after” the Games require different and complementary modes of economic activity/work. Each

mode of economic activity requires different and complementary modes of ‘governance’ and management. The phases operate partly as chronological development and

partly concurrently. The achievements in one area provide a secure base for future achievements – e.g. legacy, and the conditions for those achievements to be optimised.

Ongoing psychosocial and economic investment (public and private) is dependent upon the ongoing credibility of
this narrative – an authentic sense of moving towards a transformative event. The interdependencies are to do
with the governmental infrastructure and the management of transitions between and across phases. The ‘legacy’
phase, and its ‘transformational’ activities are the most demanding – requiring long term investment and
government/governance to capitalise on and optimally mobilise the hard and ‘soft’ Olympic assets/impacts
accrued / developed in the previous 4 stages.

Fig 5: managing and governing the economic / social activities in preparation for the London 2012 Games . (n.b. see Pine and Gilmore 1999 The Experience Economy for a commercial oriented model of consumer experience management.

This model draws on their stage based understanding, while seeing to apply it to a phenomenon – mega events – which is part of a process of collective/governmental production/consumption



Momentum, narrative and
Governance

• The diagram identifies 5 phases of activity;
• land remediation;
• building/construction;
• services and systems management;
• the event experience – including projects and soft initiatives
• and the final stage: transformation.

• While it is clear that such phases are likely to be entered into in any
Olympic or other mega event project, it is helpful to articulate the ‘stages’
and to be alert to the different properties of, and requirements attaching
to each of the phases. One part of an analytic commitment to seeing
legacy emerging from continuing narrative/narratives is to suggest that
integrating these phases coherently, while respecting the specific
properties and tasks entailed to each phase, is amongst the major
challenges facing London’s Olympic legacy stakeholder


